
THE ZESTA EXPERIENCE

The pleasures the Zesta provides go
beyond its exquisitely streamlined
elegance. This superstar among office
chairs is also well equipped with the
latest in innovative features.
Featuring positive back release for
the backrest and a European foam
formula for the seat and back, the
Zesta is packed with convenience and
comfort of the highest caliber. 

ZA62 (Shown with optional JR30 arms.)
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dynamic curves excite the senses.luxurious comfort with modern style.

the zesta plus the zesta

ZA92

FORM FOLLOWS FUNCTION
With Zesta Premier executive 
seating, form follows function – what is
beautiful to the eye is 
also comfortable to the body. And the
beauty of the Zesta Premier 
is certainly unmistakable. The contoured
seat and the elongated tuxedo back are
complemented 
by a chrome fountain base, control
mechanisms and elegant casters. But
behind these striking good looks is the
power of adjustable functions that conform
to your 
every need.

ZA94 (Shown with optional JR40 arms.)

the power of multiple adjustable features.

the zesta premier

chair height adjustment accommodates a range 
of leg and body lengths

EZ back height adjustment adjusts while you’re seated
to support your back’s lumbar region

tilting backrest control allows the chair back to angle to
your needs.

automobile-style seat slider adjusts the seat depth
for a variety of users

rocking/tilting with full knee tilt control allows the chair
to angle to your needs. As the chair tilts, the full knee-
tilt feature allows you to keep your feet comfortably
on the floor, reducing tension behind your knees. The
positive back release safety feature prevents the back
from suddenly springing forward when the control
paddle is activated. 

synchronous seat and back tilt/rocking control allows you
to adjust the chair angle to the most comfortable
position. The positive back release safety feature
prevents the back from suddenly springing forward
when the control lever is activated.

fabric panel finishes the luxurious look with 
fabric covering the entire backrest. Standard feature
on ZA94 and ZA98.
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A MASTERW O R K

Like the Zesta, the Zesta 
Plus is a masterwork of
executive office seating. 
Its exhilarating curves 
provide the kind of superb
luxury a VIP deserves. 
W ith the addition of a
handsome, more stylish
control mechanism, the 
Zesta Plus is truly a sight 
to behold and a benchmark 
in office seating design. 

ZA96 (Shown with optional JR30 arms.)
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Sleek. Stylish. Sophisticated.

the total zesta collection 

the total zesta collection specifications

designer s concept
W e wanted a chair that would make a strong impression while also providing support and comfort throughout the long

workday. So we crafted a simple yet elegant-looking chair with beautifully flowing curves, stunningly accented with a

polished chrome base  the perfect complement to any office dØcor. Then, we included adjustable features for customized

comfort, with the Zesta Premier models allowing even more adaptability with its multiple adjustable functions. These

ergonomic features meet or exceed ANSI/BIFMA standards, guaranteeing optimum performance. The result is the Total

Zesta Collection  executive office seating with comfort, flexibility and  above all  style.

w w w.officemaster.com

office master® chairs:
Whether it’s to complement the décor of an executive office suite or to function in the simplest of
workplaces, Office Master ® has the chair that’s right for you. We offer a complete line of ergonomic
chairs with more than 100 different models and 99 colors to choose from, all at extremely
comfortable prices. And all of our innovative chair designs adhere to ANSI/BIFMA standards,
providing premium ergonomic solutions in office seating. All chairs are made in North America and
can be turbo-shipped, a service offered only by Office Master ®.
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which zesta is right for you?
Discriminating business executives have varying needs. The perfect office chair for one executive may not work for
others. So we’ve created three luxurious Zesta models, all designed to suit different work styles and personal
tastes. 

All Zesta models feature a distinctively curved and streamlined look, a sleek chrome fountain base, a comfortable
European foam formula for the seat and back, plus optional arms, headrest, and leather. The difference between
the three Zesta models is in the details:

the zesta
With tilt lock adjustable to three different positions, the Zesta 
is well suited for the “no-fuss” executive. Its sleek yet simple good looks
complement any décor, while allowing essential adjustments for comfort and
flexibility.

the zesta plus 
For those whose tastes demand an even more sophisticated look, the Zesta

Plus provides the contoured beauty their 
hearts desire. The beautiful, curved control mechanism 

creates a cleaner, more stylized look.

the zesta premier
When basic functionality is not enough, the Zesta Premier comes to the
rescue with the power of a wide range of adjustable features, each one the
latest in innovation. With functions like 
an automobile-style seat slider and rocking/tilting control, the Zesta Premier
is a powerhouse chair that will stand up to rigorous demands. 

adjustable headrest
Flexible headrest features 
a 3-way adjustment 
(height, angle, forward
extension) for optimum 
fit and comfort.

three choices to fit your needs

model ZA62
zesta

ZA66
zesta

ZA92
zesta plus

ZA96
zesta plus

ZA94
zesta premier

ZA98
zesta premier

overall 
height 39"– 47" 39"– 47" 39"– 47" 39"– 47" 39"– 47" 39"– 47"

seat size
(w x d) 20.5" x 19" 20.5" x 19" 20.5" x 19" 20.5" x 19" 20.5"x 18-20.5" 20.5"x 18-20.5"

back size
(w x h) 20" x 26" 20" x 26" 20" x 26" 20" x 26" 20" x 26" 20" x 26"

adjustable
functions
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OPTIONAL LEATHER
The ultimate chair now features the ultimate luxury – 
supple, top-grain leather. An option for any Zesta model.


